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Shadowed Lives Undocumented Immigrants In
Salvadorans deported from the U.S. face an agonizing dilemma: risk returning to the life they know, or building a new one in their native land.
Deported migrants struggle to start over in a place that doesn’t feel like home
"A close look at the shocking struggles of illegal immigrants travelling ... Following the paths of immigrants balancing their lives in the shadow economy, this film unlocks a merciless narrative ...
Days of Hope
Some will tell you that these are desperate refugees risking their lives to escape from persecution ... are simply not accessible to the undocumented illegal immigrant. It is true that just ...
Migrants will keep coming as long as we offer illegal jobs
Border agents have patrolled it for years, sometimes risking their lives to enforce the law ... agents apprehended more than 400,000 undocumented immigrants. Nearly half were caught In the ...
A 2,000-mile journey in the shadow of the border wall
Ingraham Angle' welcomed guests Philip Klein, Jonathan Turley, Javier Villalobos, Scott Johnson, Byram Bridle and Brandon Tatum ...
'Ingraham Angle' on growing resistance to Biden's assault on liberty
His “80 Minutes Around the World” is dedicated to immigrant stories from “immigrants ... to the U.S. They sent money home to their kids. Undocumented, Gomez at age 15 came here with two ...
Chicago ride-share driver has seen some stuff and could tell you stories: ‘Your Driver Has Arrived’ by Nestor Gomez
Besides, that stupid bot saved our lives! None of us would’ve seen ... since it was the easiest way for undocumented immigrants like her. “My sister worked on a few of those when she was ...
“Collateral Damage”
Priti Patel has met with Greek ministers to discuss the challenges posed by illegal migration ... the Aegean and the involvement of organised immigration crime gangs in those crossings" with ...
Priti Patel visits Greece for discussions with counterparts about tackling illegal migration
Kicking off this week on Netflix is Shaman King, a new anime series based on the manga series of the same name. It follows Yoh Asakura, a shaman who wants to become the Shaman King. That arrives on ...
Netflix: The 50 best TV series to stream this week
A new wave of migrants risking their lives crossing the Channel is being ... Britain has handed France £196million to combat illegal immigration. That figure includes the £54million announced ...
Brazen smugglers offering migrants ‘£10,000 business class or £3,000 economy class’ UK entry
This means that since Brexit almost double the numbers of refugees have been risking their lives to enter the ... euros to the gangsters who control illegal immigration in Northern Europe.
Harrowing day in the life of a crisis as desperate migrants say 'England is hope'
MPs in Parliament are debating new immigration legislation that looks to crackdown on illegal crossings ... and Borders Bill to help protect lives and break the business model of these smuggling ...
'Totally unacceptable!' Boris vows crackdown after huge surge in Channel crossings
Home Secretary Priti Patel says the legislation will "break the business model" of people trafficking gangs facilitating illegal crossings ... cases being processed. Shadow home secretary Nick ...
MPs back new immigration bill which makes arriving in UK without permission a criminal offence
Ms Patel said the new Nationality and Borders Bill would help prevent illegal human trafficking ... Border force officials on Sunday. READ MORE: Immigration laws to crackdown on 'asylum shopping ...
‘We have to act!’ Priti Patel says migrant boats will be turned back under new law
The home secretary said: “The British people have simply had enough of illegal migration and the exploitation of migrants by criminal gangs. “Illegal immigration ... and put lives at risk.” ...
Patel agrees £54m deal with France to reduce migrants reaching England
His “80 Minutes Around the World” is dedicated to immigrant stories from “immigrants ... to the U.S. They sent money home to their kids. Undocumented, Gomez at age 15 came here with two ...
Chicago ride-share driver has seen some stuff and could tell you stories
Priti Patel has met with Greek ministers to discuss the challenges posed by illegal migration ... by small boat crossings in the Aegean and the involvement of organised immigration crime gangs in ...
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